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Three New Trustees Named,
Board Elects First Black
photo by Steve Pekock
Neil Bush, son of Republican presidential candidate George
Bush spoke at Trinity Tuesday, December 4. Bosh discussed his
father's stands on the issues and past experience in Government
and Business. See story on page 2.
by Dave Diamond
The lay-out and usage of the
Mather Campus Center is currently
being studied by the Mather
Center Committee of the S.G.A.
The committee, chaired by Craig
G. Vought, is formulating sugges-
tions for modifications to the
Center that would result in better
use of the building's space.
The Committee, which includes
students and faculty, was appoin-'
ted by Vice President of the College
Thomas A. Smith, who voiced
concern that Mather's space was
being ineffectively utilized. Smith
asked the Committee to evaluate
the Center in general, paying
particular attention to the lounges.
Based on these guidelines and
preliminary investigations, the
Committee is considering the fol-
lowing modifications for Mather:
-The conversion of Wean
Lounge, currently used as a
meeting room for organized func-
tions, to a .well-furnished and
carpeted room condusive to student
-faculty interaction.
-The conversion of the bowling
alleys, which currently lose $1,000
per year according to Vought, to a
combination Pub/social room. The
room would be run as the Pub at
night, while during the day it would
be open to anyone. In addition, the
Cave would be relocated upstairs




Three new trustees, two of
whom have been appointed as term
trustees, and the third as an alumni
trustee, have recently been added
to the Board. Elected term trustees
are Morris Lloyd Jr. of Philadelphia
and John H. Bennett of Bloomfield.
* Newly elected alumni trustee from
the class of '52 is David R. Smith of
Longmeadow, Massachusetts.
Morris Lloyd Jr. is a graduate of
Trinity, who received a BA. in
history, and is Managing Vice
President of the Philadelphia office
of Alexander and Alexander Inc.,
the largest insurance brokerage
and consulting firm in the'
Delaware Valley. He has seventeen
years of experience in managing
large corporate insurance
programs.
John H. Bennett, also a term
trustee, received both un-
dergraduate and graduate degrees
from Harvard, and is presently
Director of Data Processing at the
United Technologies Corporation
in Hartford. Bennett was an ad-
junct instructor of mathematics at
Trinity from 1965 to 1972 and has
been a member of the board of
-An expansion of the dining
facilities. The Committee acknow-
ledges the inadequacy of the dining
room, and therefore proposes to
enlarge both the cafeteria and the
seating area. Vought says that
though this space .could easily be
acquired through an addition,
ideally he would like to "create"
internal space by determining and
eliminating wasted areas. *
Vought believes that in the end
Trinity will he a more viable
institution as a result of these
changes.- He believes an improved
student center would make Trinity
more attractive to prospective
students. Vought cites the student
union at Wesleyan-as an impres-
sive area that might appeal to
prospective students and thereby
earn that college a greater con-
sideration on the part of the
student. He is confident that this
could happen at Trinity as well if
the Committee proposals are ap-
proved.
The current problem with
Mather has its roots in the
building's construction in 1960,
when Trinity was an all-male
college of a considerably smaller
size. Mather was originally
designed to accommodate eight-
hundred students, and though an
addition was put on in 1975 to try to
alleviate the pressuure of an
increased student body, it is
Term Trustee- Lloyd Morris Jr,
directors of both the Hartford
Ballet and Hartford Hospital.
David R. Smith, elected to fill a
vacated unexpired alumni trustee ,
term, received his undergraduate
degree from Trinity and his MBA
from Harvard Graduate School of
Business Administration," He
served in the United States Air,
Force from 1954 to 1956 as a First
Lieutenant, and is presently the
Senior Vice President of Marketing
at National Blank Book C ompany,
a subsidiary of Dennison
Manufacturing Company. While a
Trinity undergraduate student,
Smith was captain of the basketball
team and a member of both the
football and baseball teams. He
was president of Alpha Chi Rho
and a member of the student
Senate. He received the McCook
Trophy and Blanket Award, and
has in the past been president -of
the Alumni Associates, a member
of the Board of Fellows, and was
presented with the Alumni
Achievement Award.
President Theodore D. Lock-
wood discussed the differences
between the three types of trustees
(alumni, term, and charter) that
constitute the Board. An alumni
trustee must, first of all, be an
alumni of Trinity who has been out
of the school for at least five years.
One alumni trustee is elected every
year to serve a six-year term. The
National Alumni Association, the
executive committee of the Trinity
alumni body, nominates three
people as potential alumni trustees,
I one of whom is elected by the
alumni body. The College provides
the National Alumni Association
with a list of alumni who they
consider to be good candidates for
the position of alumni trustee, and
who the Association might
otherwise have overlooked.
According to Lockwood, alumni
trustees are chosen according to
their "track record"; or, in otfier
words, they are, active alumni who
are known to have demonstrated a
genuine interest in the school,
One of the other two sub-
divisions of trustees is the term
trustees, of whom eight reside on
the Board, each filling an eight-
year term. Dr. Lockwood com-
mented that when he became
president of Trinity in 1968 all
Term Trustee John Bennett
Board members were life trustees,
but that the position of term trustee
was created in 1970 to permit more
of a turnover. The position of term
trustee is not limited to Trinity
alumni, but according to Lock-
wood, is open to individuals who,
given the present composition of
the Board, could make a
"distinctive contribution."
The Board of Trustees main-
tains a running list of individuals
who have been suggested for
nominations as term trustees."The
list is composed of names con-
tributed from various sources,
among them alumni, other trustees,
and the Development Office. Once
a vacancy occurs, the Board is able
to refer to the - list in order to
nominate an individual who would
complement" those individuals
already on the Board,
cont. on p. 3
Energy Crisis Triggers
Considerationiof New.Calondqr
which would leave room downstairs "e"n~r ~jjy tnOught that the problem
for a possible expansion of the book w a s n o { c o m p l e t e l y s o l v e d.
Qtnrp Sna^p tint Used bv thatstore. p ce not us  y t t
expansion would be open to
anyone. In addition, the Cave
would be relocated upstairs where
the Pub presently operates, which
would leave room downstairs for a
possible expansion of the book
store. Space not used by that
The Committee will submit its
initial report to Vice President
Smith by February 1st. After he
and the rest of the administration
have reviewed it, the proposal will
be sent to an architect for a cost
analysis and report. Decisions will
expansion would be converted irito then be based on what the architect
another meeting room. foresees.
by Robin Fins
In hopes of battling the rising
cost of fuel, the college ad-
ministration is considering in-
stituting a new academic calendar
for the 1980-1981 academic year.
Assistant Pean of Faculty John S.
Waggett is currently working on
the calendar with the hope of
completing it within one month.
The proposed calendar has a
shortened fall Open Period of three
days and a full one-week Open
Period in late February. The length
•of Open Period may range from
three to five days, as sanctioned by
the faculty. Open Periods will not
be cut out of any academic
calendar. Dean Waggett stated that
the Open Period was added to the
curriculum by the faculty' and to
delete it would require a faculty
vote.
Classes would begin later if the
proposed calendar were instituted.
Freshmen would arrive on Sep-
tember 2,the day after Labor Day,
upperclassmen would arrive on
September" 5, and classes would
begin on September 8.
The Christmas .break in the
proposed calendar is ap-
proximately eight or nine days
longer than it is presently, with
Trinity Term registration taking
place on January 23 and 24. The1
extension of Christmas break was
proposed primarily for energy
conservation reasons," said
Waggett. He claimed that the
college would be better able to
meet energy needs if the school
remained closed for a longer
period of time during the winter
months. This alteration would
cause Spring vacation to be
reduced from a full two weeks to
around eleven days.
Before the calendar is ap-
proved, faculty input and advice
from the curriculum committee is
, expected.. Obviously the calendars
of other consortium schools must
also be taken into account.
Tripod Heads to Library
Due to the inevitable arrival of exams, the harried Tripod staff
has no choice but to head for the Library for the'next several days.
While it will be difficult to pull ourselves away from the paper, we,
for obvious reasons, must make the December 11 issue the final one
for the term.
The Tripod will resume publication on Tuesday January 22, Until
then, we extend best wishes to all for the holiday season and we
wish the best of luck to those about to undergo a difficult two weeks.
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Trinity College library Hows
Sat, Dec. 22 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Sun., Dec. 23-Tues., Dec. 25
Wednesday December 26
Fri,,Dec28
Sat., Dec. 29-Tues. Jan. 1
Wed., Jan. 2- Fri., Jan 4
Sat.-Sun., Jan. 5-6
Mon., Jan. 7-Fri., Jan. 11
Sat.-Sun., Jan. 12-13













8:30 a.m. -4:30 p.m.
Resume Regular Hours
Watklnson Library
Jan.2-FrL, Jan. 4 g:30 a , m , . 4:30 p.m.
, Jan.7-Fri., Jan.il 8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Jan. 14-Tues., Jan. 15 8:30 am - 4:30 p.m.
Jan. 16 Resume Regular Hours
The Trinity Library has experienced many thefts in recent weeks. People have used the windows
shown here to toss books to others waiting outside.
Clinical Psychology Intern
Assists Higgins and Lee
Son of Candidate -
Speaks to Students
by Megan White
In addition to College coun-
selors Dr. George Higgins and Dr.
Randy Lee, Trinity students have a
third counseling option this year,
Lisa Grimaldi, a student from the
University of Hartford. Grimaldi,
who is finishing up her last year of
graduate studies in clinical
psychology, can be seen by ap-
pointment 24 hours a week.
Grimaldi stated that ap-
proximately 80% of the Trinity
students who have made ap-
pointments with her so far have
been women. Some of these
students have been referred to her
by Drs. Higgins or Lee, some-have
been self-referred, and others have
been referred by students who have
previously seen her. Many of the
female students Grimaldi has
counseled have expressed" a
definite preference for seeing a
female counselor, while others,
according to Grimaldi, may not
have specified the gender of the
counselor while making an ap-
"pointment? but have later admitted
that they are glad they are seeing a
female.
Grimaldi commented that the
students she has come in contact
with thus far seem to have diverse
problems. Although most of her
counseling experiences have been
short-term, Grimaldi "says that she
is seeing a few students on a long-
term basis. la addition, to coun-
seling, Grimaldi has been involved
in diagnostic, personality, and
intellectual testing, usually on
referral from one of the two college
counselors. She noted that
"business11 was slow early in the
semester, pcked up in October
around midterm week, and has
again slowed down a bit.
A Meriden, Connecticut
resident, Grimaldi is presently
taking two graduate courses at -
UHart. Next year, with the aid of
another UHart student, she hopes
to organize a women's "group at the
University to discuss and share
personal experiences related to
such topics as the changing sex-role




Grimaldi added that she has
been very impressed with the staff -
and facilities at the Counseling




Neil Bush, son of Republican
Presidential contender George
Bush, spoke at Trinity last Tuesday
night to a crowd of thirty to forty
students.
Several students at the event
commented that the younger Bush
was not as well prepared as he
should have been in discussing his
father's stands on the issues.
Bush described his father as
having the "leadership and energy"
to deal with the problems facing
America. Bush outlined three
major American concerns: in-
flation, energy and foreign policy.
In discussing inflation, Bush
said his father advocated lintlt* on
federal spending, and an avoidance
of across-the-board tax cuts. On
energy Bush is in favor of a windfall
profits tax on the oil companies but
he feels the oil companies should
keep the revenue from the tax for
new exploration and development
of alternative energy sources.
Bush, in discussing foreign
policy, criticized President Carter
for his handling of the Russian
troops in Cuba, saying he felt it
made our allies question our in-
tegrity. He also said that the U.S.
must not conduct foreign policy in
the open because bargaining power
is lost. Bush feels we should
renegotiate the SALT II treaty
because treaty verification
methods are confusing.
In discussing his father's ex-
father's "breadth of experience IT*
untouchable and impeccable."
Book Thefts Prompt Emerick's
Bid For Library Window Mesh
by Panlporn Phtansuntkon
Recently, College Librarian
Ralph •Emerick wrote to Director








Crandall, requesting that security
meshi be installed over all windows
in the Library.
The request was prompted by
the increasing numbers of books
which have been stolen by persons
who, after breaking window locks,
have dropped these books to others
waiting outside. These thieves are
mostly outsiders who are unable to
checkbooks out. However, there is
• a small percentage of Trinity
students who are also involved in
the thefts. "Why the students
„ would do this is beyond me," says
Emerick, "The check-out time
allotment .is two months which
seems to be an adequate amount of
time."
Even though the installation of
mesh on library windows seems








Come in and Eat in our
NEWLY EXPANDED Dining Room!
Phone Richard Staton
247-0234 prop.
Across from South Campus
287 New Britain Avenue
Hartford
Welcomes Trinity students
and all their travel needs.




422 NEW BRITAIN AVE.
HARTFORD, CONN. 06106
across from D&D Package
of Faculty Andrew G. DeRocco
and Vice President of the College
Thomas A. Smith argue that this
would be the first step towards a
closed library which "can be seen
as a measure of the distrust,
inequality, and inconsideration
that prevail among a group of
users."
A security check at the main
entrance of the college library has
only been in existence for a couple
of years. It has helped to reduce
the number of thefts considerably.
However, in the spring, the win-
dows will have to be open. In order
to protect the library from thefts
that will be facilitated by open
windows, wire mesh seems to be
the only answer at present.
There is no exact figure as to
how many books- have been stolen,
but the College spends $4000-$5000
a year replacing books. Although
the installation of mesh in itseK
would be a considerable ex-
penditure, the cost would be offset
by the reduction of book
replacement costs
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Recent outbursts of vandalism have once again caused the doors of the Faculty Club to be closed to
students.
Open D.Qors, 'Student.Apathy
Cause of Security Problems
by Steven Elmendorf
At attempted rape and several
thefts were cited by Director of
Security Michael Schweighoffer,
who's calling upon students to be
more vigilant in seeing that dorm
and room doors are locked.
The attempted rape took place
Friday, November 30 at 7:05 p.m.
in Jackson Dormitory. A female
student was surprised in her room
by a male intruder who threatened
her with a sharp metal instrument
and told her to lie on the bed. The
perpetrater was scared off by
"activity in the next room.
The same assailant was spotted
again last Sunday 'morning at
approximately 3:00 a.m. in
Jackson.
Schweighoffer noted that the




. .* . ;WRTC .and the College are
u'nafeK' * investigation for
discrimination in the firing of a
WRTC disc jockey four years ago.
The investigation is being pursued
by the Office of Civil Rights of the
Department of Health, Education
and Welfare.
The disc jockey in question was
fired in the fall of 1975 for
violations of both Station and
Federal Communications Com-
mission regulations. The disc
jockey tried unsuccessfully to get
reinstated through the
management of the Station. When
this failed, he brought a complaint
to the Office of Civil Rights in
Boston, charging the Station with
discrimination.
According to Vice President of
the College Thomas A. Smith, the
first time the College heard about
the complaint was this fall. Smith
finds it "fascinating that they [the
Office of Civil RightsJ can interpret
their scope to include student
activities. Student activities are
likely to be the least well run
organizations on campus. It's
terribly hard to maintain con-
tinuity, record keeping and a
consistent style of management in
student activities." Smith pointed
out that presently no' staff are left
at the station who were involved in
the original incident,
The Office of Civil Rights has
jurisdiction over recipients of
federal grants, according to
Carolyn Lazaris, Equal Op-
portunity Specialist for the Office.
Lazaris says that the office first
tries to get voluntary compliance.
"Enforcement is the last thing. It's
a long and drawn out process."
Enforcement would mean cutting
off federal funds to the College.
SGA Discusses Proposed
Calendar, Tuition Costs
by Sharon Ana Sbnonl
The Student Government
Association, in a meeting held last
Monday night, expressed concern
over the costs of taking extra
courses and discussed the second
proposed academic calendar for
next year.
The meeting, held at 9:30 in
Mather Dining Hall, was not well-
attended and did not have a
quorum until 10:15 (while without
a quorum, the S.GA. could hold
no votes). The meeting did run very
smoothly nonetheless and was over
within one hour.
The S.G.A. discussed the
administration's decision to
decrease the maximum amount of
course credits that can be taken
each semester by students without
necessitating extra tuition costs
from five and three-quarters to five
and one-half course credits. The
S.G.A. would like to see the
maximum changed back to five and
t three-quarters credits or possibly
even increased to six credits. James
Poineroy, President of the S.GA,
has planned a meeting with Robert
Pedemonti, College Treasurer, to
discuss this matter.
the second draft of the
proposed calendar for next year
was discussed at the meeting. The
S.GA. was concerned about the
length of Christmas vacation,
which would extend over' more
than one month. The S.G.A.
decided, after discussion, that the
proposed extension of Christmas
vacation would be most
economical, since Trinity would
save an estimated $1,000 per day
on fuel costs, by staying closed for
these extra days. The S.G.A. was
also concerned about the number
of "reading days" proposed: no
reading days first semester and
only one second semester, with a
shorter five-day Open Period
scheduled for first semester. The
S.G.A... plans to suggest adding
more "reading days" and a longer
Open Period.
In other business, CHAT
(Committee for Change at Trinity)
asked the S.GA. to give them ad
hoc status pending approval of
thejr constitution. By achieving ad
hoc status, CHAT would be able to
request money from the Budget
Committee to" help finance their
activities;
The S.G.A. discussed CHAT's
role on campus and representatives
from CHAT explained that their
purpose is to try and close the
intellectual gap between class life
and social life. CHAT is respon-
sible for the Tuesday current
events discussions in the Cave and
the underground newspaper
Silences. It plans to start the Free
University program again this year.
The SGA unaniraou!>ly approved
a motion gianting CHAT ad hoc
status
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Faculty Club Closed ;
Vandalism Cited
by Barbara Wagner
Vice President of the College,
Thomas A. Smith, announced last
week that the Faculty Club will be
closed effective immediately for
use.
The purpose of the faculty
lounge if for faculty members to
have a place for informal
gatherings, meetings, receptions,
and dinners. However for many
years, this room has been used by
students on weekends. The faculty
strongly objects to this, mainly
because of the damage done to the
room by the students. Furniture
and lamps disappear frequently
from the lounge, and most recently
extensive damage was done to a
grandfather clock.
Last year a similar decision was
made prohibiting students from
using the faculty lounge. Due to
student objection, an agreement
was reached whereby students
were allowed to use the room.
However the individual or group of
individuals who were in charge of
the function were held directly
responsible for any damage done.
Contbubus damage caused Smith
to reverse his decision id-allow the
lounge to be accessible to students.
Smith seems rather pessimistic
about whether the lounge will ever
be open to students again. "The
faculty justj.doesn't deserve to be
the inheritors of a mess," said
Smith. The faculty has been
tolerant of students, but it is clear
that based on the damage done
during the past few years, the
decision to close the lounge to
students was inevitable.
This decision was based on the
opinions expressed by several
faculty members and students.
Smith summed up his feelings
on the issue by saying, "The faculty
should have a place that they can
call their, own."
male who is being sought for two
rapes in the Maple St. area. He said
that the Hartford Police are in-
vestigating the Trinity incident.
Schweighoffer said he could no:
emphasize enough the importance
of students locking their doors. The
outside door in Jackson was
propped open with a brick the
night of the incident. The girl who
was attacked also had left her room
unlocked.
The unlocked door problem
was also a factor in two thefts on
November 19th and 30th. On
November 19th a wallet was stolen
from a student in Jarvis while he
was sleeping. The student awoke to
find an intruder in his room. The
intruder fled with the student's
wallet which was found later minus
the cash in it.
A similar incident occurred
November 30th at the Pi Kappa
Alpha fraternity. A student found
an outsider inside the fraternity.
After the male left, the student
discovered that his wallet was
missing. The wallet was sub-
sequently found minus $20.00.
Schweighoffer commented that
90-95% of the thefts on campus
occur because doors are left
unlocked. He emphasized that
students should challenge
strangers. Commented Sch-
weighoffer, "With only four guards
on duty at night we can't be
everywhere; the students have got
to be our eyes and ears."
Lockwood Discusses
Election of Trustees
cont. from p. 1
Lockwood commented that an
old cliche exists in reference to
picking trustees, namely that one
looks for "work, wisdom, and
wealth — the three w's." According
to. the President, "We hope to get
at least two out of the three."
Lockwood added that the Board
always has certain basic core
representatives such as someone in
the legal profession, an individual
employed by another academic
institution, and individuals con-
nected with Hartford businesses. In
the past one position was
traditionally filled by a bishop, and
even now, according to Lockwood,
•one member of the Board usually
has some tie to' the Episcopal
Church.
The third type of trustees are the
charter trustees who Lockwood
refers to as "the anchors." A
charter trustee fills a term
averaging ten to twenty years,
retiring upon the age of seventy-
two. These trustees are individuals
who have had a long connection
with the College, or in the words of
Lockwood, are ~ "individuals of
substance or wealth, or people who
are available and can insure us of a
long-term commitment." A charter
trustee is often an" alumnus, or at
other times an individual who has
served on other boards and comes
to Trinity's Board with organi-
organizatkraal experience..
The Board of Trustees meets
four times a year: in October,
January, March, and at com-
mencement, representing a
minimal service of eight days a
year. In between meetings, the
Board operates through its
Executive Committee. The Board
is presided over by a chairman who
is elected annually. The present
chairman is Dr. George W. Starkey
of Boston. Also elected is a
secretary, currently Seymour
Smith, who fulfills legal
requirements by attesting to the
minutes and signing documents.
President Lockwood defined
the Board of Trustees as "the
corporate body required by the
charter which is the final legal and
fiduciary body of the C ollege." The
trustees are responsible for and
have the discretion to use all assets.
The College is responsible to the
Board for the annual budget, and
all appointments and resignations
among the faculty and ad-
ministration must be recorded by
the Board. The Board is also
responsible for selecting the
president of the College, and
Alumni Trustee David Smith
according to Lockwood, "the
President is responsible to the
Board, and in a sense, so is
everyone else."
Commented the President, "My
own reading of the function of the
Board is that is is.a 1st review bodv.
The College turns to the Board and
asks does this make sense?
Sometimes the Board says yes, that
the suggestion is reasonable and
the best alternative. Other times it
says go back to the drawing board.
We all get a bit enamoured of our
own ideas, and the Board's implicit
function is as a last reviewer,
representing a party who is not





CHOICE WINES & LIQUORS
if JOHN W. DULKA, PROP. 219 NEW BRITAIN
:$ HART.-ORD.CONN.:
(corner Henry St next to Come1. 1
,.#
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Hartford
Festival Lights Up Hartford
For Sixteenth Year
by Patty Hooper
With workloads increasing and
finals approaching, it is very easy to
lose sight of the holiday season.
With the possible exception of the
few students who have rimmed
their windows with lights, there is
little sign on campus that the
holidays are only one'or two weeks
away.
• Yet, within two miles of
campus, there is an extraordinary
example of the festivity that this
season brings. As you drive north
along 1-91, look off to your left as
you* drive by Constitution Plaza
and you will see a spectacle like
nothing else in the city.
This year marks the 16th an-
niversary of the "Festival of Light"
sponsored by the Travelers In-
surance Company. Since 1963,
Constitution Plaza has been
adorned with between 60,000 and
200,000 lights during the period
between Thanksgiving and New
Year's Day,
The lights have been con-
centrated in recent years in the
fountain-area of the Plaza. One of
the main annual light displays is
that of the fountain at the center of
the Plaza. The fountain, which
does not run during the winter,
exhibits a series of lights which
blink to give the appearance of
flowing water.
At the center of the Plaza,
outside the Connecticut Bank and
Trust Company Building, around
the fountain, are wire angels
blowing trumpets, and giant lighted
stars atop the flagpoles.
The Festival of Light had its
first year in 1963, and extended far
beyond the reaches of the Plaza.
The Festival wak" originally con-
ducted in conjunction with the
Hartford Retail Merchants
Association and extended down
Main Street and out towards
Bushnell Park, The Retail Mer-
chants Association controlled the
lights that were exhibited outside
of the Plaza.
Before the energy crisis in 1973,
the number of lights that appeared
on the Plaza hovered around
200,000 annually. In those years,
every tree on the Plaza and every
fountain was decorated. Also,
windows in the Phoenix Mutual
Life Insurance Building were lit
with such messages as "Noel" and
"Seasons Greetings."
The only year that the Festival
did not take place was 1973. That
year it was assumed by the
Travelers that public sentiment was
to not have it due to the energy
shortage.
Allen Fletcher, Public
Relations Officer for the Travelers
commented that in 1973, there was
such an outcry at the fact that the
Travelers decided not to hold the
annual festival, that they decided
to begin having it again in 1974.
The number of lights that have
been used since 1972 has greatly
decreased. In 1974, there were only ,
about 85,000 energy saving lights
used on the Plaza, and Main Street
was no longer lit. This year there
are only 60,000 lights on the Plaza.
< The lights have traditionally
been lit on the Friday following
Thanksgiving. They are turned on
by a giant key given to the youngest
child of the Mayor.
Arthur Athanson, son of Mayor
George Athanson, has lit up the
Plaza for the past several years.
This year, however, the
Travelers decided that they would
hold a contest in the Hartford area
to determine who would light up
the Plaza. They placed ad-
vertisements and coupons in
various newspapers requesting that
entries be made. The only criteria
was that the child be betweea the
ages of five and twelve, and live in
the Hartford area. The name then
Restaurant Review
chosen at random, was that of five-
year-old Vinnie Askintowicz of
Rocky Hill.
i According to Fletcher, while
the crowd chanted "One-Two-
Three, Turn the key," Askintowicz
turned the key. The crowd then
went silent and just stared in awe at
the lights.
This year there is also a tree on
the lawn in front of the Old State
House that was donated by the
division of Conservation and
Preservation of the State
Department of Environmental
Protection and was taken from the
People's State Forest * in
Barkhamsted.
The lights are turned on nightly
and remain on from dusk until 9:00
p.m.
Fletcher also stated that very
few pe6ple make comments
regarding the energy shortage
when it comes to the Festival of
Light. "We have done everything
we can to conserve energy." He
further stated that over the past six
years, in the buildings on the Plaza
! (which is owned and operated by
the Travelers),v they "have saved
the equivalent of better than 13
million gallons of fuel oil through
conservation efforts." The Festival
itself, he said, uses a very small
amount of fuel oil in comparison
with the savings they have made
over the years.
In general, Fletcher com-
mented, "during the holidays
people want to look, at something
bright and cheerful, something that
will bring them a glimmer of hope-"
The Festival of Light is one way
in which the people of Hartford
have been, able to help celebrate
the holiday season for the past 16
years. From the size of the crowds
that gather at the lighting
ceremony every November, it is
apparent that the Festival does





The time has come for the
students of Trinity College to,
venture into the world of the ethnic
neighborhood in Hartford. The
best way that we know of to
become acquainted with another
culture is, you guessed it, through
the food. This week we, your
fearless restaurant reviewers,
wound our way into the Little Italy
section of Hartford and stumbled"
onto a pleasant eatery called
Pippie's.
Italian food is noted for its
spiciness and its ability to take care
of even the most hungry patron.
Pippie's follows this tradition quite
admirably providing a long list of
authentic food; from the basic
spaghetti and meatballs ($4.85) to
the more elaborate ve'al-
. saltimbocca romana ($9.75). The
large portions and warm garlic rolls
kept your reviewers quite happy
and with some good Chianti to
wash it all down, we felt right at
home.
Pippie's is divided into four
rooms and has a capacity of 250
people. The rooms are all theme
rooms: the Fish Room, the
Fireplace Room, the Lounge, and
thu Main Dining Room. The Main
Dining Room is quite traditional
sL hough there were no d
white checkered tablecothes. The
small tables and dim lighting,
however, give this large room a
friendly atmosphere that is quite
conducive to a relaxing meal.
The menu is very extensive and
has something for even the most
finicky eater. Italian dishes run
from the mundane lasagna and
ravioli to trie unusual eggplant ala
Pippie veal and chicken Stem-
perato. A luncheon menu con-
sisting of sandwiches and salads is
tempting none the less.
Perhaps the most interesting
item on Pippie's menu is the large
tray pizza. For a mere $6.55, you
can have a pepperoni pizza so big
that the waitress cannot put it on
your table. Measuring ap-
proximately 2V4 feet by VA feet,
the large tray pizza is more than a
meal. We noticed that doggie bags
came as a standard feature of this
mamouth pizza and that few people
left without their doggie bags. For
the munched-out Trinity student,
tired, of the Nicky's-ABC pizza
syndrome, Pippie's is a welcomed
change and is a bargain that should
not be ignored.
Pippie's features some unusual
toppings on their pizzas, for
example, a pizza with just olives, a
pizza with no tomato sauce but
photo by R. Michael Hall
Lights glow on the Christmas Tree located on the lawn In front of
the Old State House.
Plaza Glows as
Festival Opens
anchovies and oil, or a pizza with
marinara, anchovies, oregano, and
olive oii. For pizza, Pippie's
definitely deserves a look.
Your reviewers sampled the
baked lasagna at $4.95. The two
large pieces in each portion were
more than enough to satisfy our
appetites. The lasagna was a
delicious mixture of ground beef
and Italian sausage in a thick
tomato sauce covered with melted
mozzerella and parmigiana cheese.
Though spicy, the lasagna was not
as hot as it could have been and
this lack of warmth greatly
detracted from its otherwise
homemade flavor.
Pippie's also has "famous
dinner specials" which includes a
choice of appetizers, an entree,
toffee and dessert for a very
reasonable price varying from day
to day.
An ethnic atmosphere and good
food awaits the Trinity student at
Pippie's located at 682 Wether-
sfield Avenue at Airport Road, in
Hartford.
[This article reprinted with per-
mission from the Htrftord
Courant.]
by Kariyna Carrington
There were enrols, Santa Claus,
and, of course, thousands and
thousands of lights.
It was the opening of the 16th
annual Festival of Light sponsored
by the Travelers Insurance
Company. Held at Constitution
Plaza in Hartford Friday evening,
the event drew thousands of
persons from all over Connecticut
and from other states.
Shortly before 5 p.m., persons
crowded into the plaza in the
unusually warm weather, some
holding children on their shoulders
and others milling around the trees.
The 54 member Travelers Choral
Club sang Christmas carols while
awaiting the arrival of Hartford's
Mayor Athanson. The audience
sang along enthusiastically with
such songs as "Jingle Bells."
But is was Santa Claus1 arrival
that enlivened the crowd. Santa
arrived in a sleigh — of sorts.
With children and adults
cheering and pointing to the sky,
Santa arrived in Sky 3 — the
WFSB-TV helicopter. After cir-
cling the Hotel Sonesta, the
helicopter left Santa on top of the
Connecticut Band and Trust Co,
building. Santa descended on a
mechanized lilt decorated with an
orange sleigh and ft>M8feers.'-*i**^_
The chorus went through
several verses of "Here Comes
Santa Claus" while the slow-
moving lift descended on the side'
of the 20-story building.
Then, out of breath, Santa
made it up to the stage and helped
5-year-old Vincent Askintowicz of
Connecticut Bank and Trust Co.
about 60,000 bulbs on trees and
fountains throughout the area.
Santa also introduced 9-year-
old John Daley of Hartford, whose
drawing has been selected by the
American Lung Association to'
adorn the 1979 Christmas Seal.
Athanson finally arrived and
told the crowd that, despite the
problems of America, "If we stick
together, pray together, fight
together, and be courageous
together, there's nothing we can't
do with the help of God."
After the formal ceremony,
crowds drifted through the plaze
and over to the Old State House to
watch WDRC radio's mobile
station and to leave donations for
the Community Renewal Team's
Food Bank.
So many donations were left
that the huge red box for donations
' was filled twice and bags of food


















Incidents which have occurred recently at the Faculty
Club and the Library are to say the least, disturbing in
that they reflect a callous disregard for property and
students on the part of those involved. .
At a cocktail party held in the Faculty Club a few
weeks ago, a grandfather clock, for.no apparent reason,
was demolished by a student attending the party. The
clock is probably beyond repair thanks to the
neanderthal behavior of the student who for some
reason must have felt the need to display his obvious
physical prowess. As a result, th'e Faculty Club has
once again been closed to any future scheduling by
groups other than faculty and-administrators.
The Faculty Club had been closed last January due
to similar incidents. A more well-defined booking
procedure for the Faculty Club was created in order to
assign complete responsibility for all Faculty Club
furnishings to the event sponsor. It was hoped that
these procedures would deter any more incidents of
destruction. For the remainder of the Trinity Term, the
Club was re-opened for student sponsored events with
no major problems occurring. However, in light of the
fracturing of the grandfather clock, it is highly unlikely
that students will ever be able to use the Faculty Club
again for private functions.
In another development, Librarian Ralph Emerick
has requested that security mesh be installed over the
windows of the Library. Emerick has cited the in-
creasing number of books stolen by people who break
window locks and throw books to others waiting outside
as the reason for the security mesh. In addition,
Emerick has reported that an increasing number of
books have not been returned on time; some are even
kept for an entire year, only to be found by Building and
Grounds personnel when dorm rooms are cleaned
during the summer.
Those involved in the events at the Faculty Club and
the Library display a profound disrespect for all
members of the community. Trinity College is a privi-
leged institution which affords its students many
opportunities to take advantage of all campus facilities.
Only a brief call to the Master Calendar Office is
required to reserve any room in Mather or the Austin
Arts Center. Hamlin Hall and the Faculty Club are
constantly used by individuals and student organiza-
tions.
•: The Library, one of the key resources of the College,
operates on an open stack system which allows students
virtual unlimited access to various reading materials. In
addition it serves as a place for serious study, and to a
lesser extent, as a weeknight social center for the
masses.
The flagrant abuses of privilege displayed in these
incidents must be dealt with firmly.Those involved
should be punished to the fullest extent possible. All
too often, it is a small group of individuals whose
animalistic behavior, or at best, blatant disrespect for
others causes burdensome restrictions of-privilege to be
placed on the entire community.
However, two positive reactions to these develop-
ments could hopefully occur. The Mather Campus
Center Committee, composed of students, administra-
tors, and faculty should realize that with the closing of
the Faculty Club, one of the most popular locations for
private parties is no longer available. This should
encourage the Committee to intensify its efforts in sug-
gesting possible structural changes for Mather. The
cavernous Washington Room is a logical candidate for
possible changes which might make it more appealing
for student functions.
The spectre of meshed windows and the possibility
of closing some of the stacks will hopefully heighten the
awareness of the vast majority of responsible students
who use the Library that greater care must be taken of
this vital facility. Short of vigilante action, students
should report those who toss books out the windows
and those who play fast and loose with library loan
privileges. While the thought of students reporting on
the actions of other students is unpleasant, the possi-
bility of a furcher loss of privilege makes it well worth
everyone's time and trouble.
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The Women Not In My Life
by Eric Grevstad
Martina never wrote me.
According to Who's Who, the
Dirthday of Czechoslovakian-born '
tennis star Martina Navratilova is
October 18. Ms. Navratilova,
readers may recall, is one I pine
for; so, urged on by friends and
blushing like a sophomore, I
desided to send her a birthday
card. This left me, of course, with
the age-old problem: what do you
say to the girl of your dreams when
she's the best tennis player in the
world?. (One friend promptly
suggested, "Many happy returns,"
and then laughed hysterically. Not
very polite; but the, she is married
and has forgotten what it's like to
play singles.)
Eventually, I bought a very nice
card from Cieri's and'sent it to
Martina's home in Dallas. My
expectations were reasonable: a
note in return, a photograph, a
lunch date. (We could discuss
writing columns together; Martina
does one for Winning Tennis.)
Nothing has happened. I am still
willing to court Martina, but she
hasn't returned my serve.
My fantasies and I have never
hit it off together. As was also
reported in this column, for along
time I had a crush on Debby
Boone; at her marriage, I switched
to Marie Osmond, who promptly
got engaged. (Marie has since
broken off the engagement, while
gossip says Debby may divorce. It
could be an indication that they are
unhappy without me, but I prefer
to see couples stay together.)
The problem with celebrities is
that, by the time they come to my
and everybody else's attention,
they are just that — celebrities.
This is not problem for me — I can
cross them off my list with no fuss
at all — but is is disastrous for the
people involved.
For- instance, marriage. Any
husband should be proud to see his
wife pursue a career, but no
husband is going to enjoy his wife's
getting 500 letters a week from the
kind of men who put personals in
the Advocate. Cheryl Tiegs says
her husband's taking to drugs
forced her into having an affair;
her husband says it was the other
way around. Farrah Fawcett and
Lee Majors were apparently a
happy, if not profound, couple
before she became a sex goddess;
today, both are unmarried and
unemployed.
Celebrities tend to be disap-
pointing. In 1974, I was all set to
make a play for Susan Ford, before
I learned that she was getting C's in
remedial reading and that her life's
ambition was to be a still
photographer for laws 2. Shelley
Hack joined Charlie's Angels on
the strength of her fine, striding
walk, but her acting has turned out
to be about as good as mine would
be. In'the same role.
As I wrote a few weeks ago, Bo
Derek has become this month's
celebrity for her role in the movie
"10," the ads for which feature
Derek rising out of the water in a
truly evanescent bathing suit. This
would be a sexy picture, except
that Ms. Derek has done her hair
by tying it hi repulsive little strings
all over he head; Derek's body may
be a 10, but her hairdresser
deserves about a i. '
Finally, and most obvious, the
people that society presents to me
as beautiful are not intelligent
enough to be interesting: there are
200 magazines full of naked
women, but you can't buy a poster
of Elizabeth Drew. This trend may
have bottomed out, though. The
hottest couple in Hollywood now
are Susan Anton and Sylvester
Stallone, and I don't think even
Hollywood can find anything below
that
Being smart makes people look
good. I have gone to lots of movies,
and seen many attractive women;
but one of the very best sights I
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Announcements
French Dorm
For the-Spring Term, rooms will
be available to any determined,.
French-speaking students who are
interested in organizing and ac-
tively participating in French Dorm
activities. Fluency and motivation
are top priority.
For more details, "please con-
tact: Box 1168, or call 246-7569.
Psych Cfub
. • • • » •
The Psychology Club is having
a wine and cheese party at 4:30 on
Wednesday, December 12. All
members of the club and any
interested psych students are in-
vited. The party will be held in the
Life Sciences Center library on the
second floor,
AIESEC
There will be an AIESEC
meeting on Tuesday night,
December 11 at 7:30 in Wean
Lounge. Please try to attend.
Coed Celebration
Planning has begun on a cele-
bration of Ten Years of Coeduca-
tion, to take place from April 16 to
April 23,1980. If you would like to
help in any phase of planning a
week of varied events, come to a
meeting on Wednesday, December '
12 at 4 PM in Alumni.Lounge. We
need your ideas and support!
Psych Internship
Child & Family Services.located
at 1680 Albany Ave., Hartford, is
seeking a full-time intern for next
semester. Activities would include,
creating and implementing treat-
ment strategy for and direct care of
emotionally disturbed boys, ages
7-11. The inte.r would work 40
hours a week in the Children's
Village Jan. 1st through June 30th
and receive a stipend. It is not
necessary to be a psychology
major. For more information con-
tact the Internship Office.
Oay Support
Want to talk about being gay?
Unsure of your sexuality? Want to
meet other gay men and women?
Write Eros, the Trinity Support
Group for gay persons. Box 1373,
c/o Eros. All replies kept confiden-
tial. "The important thing is to find
out who you love."
Choir Openings
Anyone interested in singing at
the 5:00 P.M. Saturday Newman
Mass (next semester) please come
evening at 7:30 in The Chapel
Choir Room (adjacent to the
Crypt. Chapel) or phone Joe
DiMario (524-5383.)
British Exchange
Students interested in this ex-
change with a British university for
the 1980-81 academic year or for
the Spring of 1981 are reminded to
read the information in the maroon
binder in the Office of Foreign
Study Advising and to obtain a
copy of the procedure sheet for
applying. Applications must be
submitted by 1 March 1980, even if
the applicant is interested in parti-
cipating during Spring 1981 only.
Interested applicants might also
wish to speak to a UEA student
here on exchange this year,
Deborah Head, or Trinity students
who have studied at UEA; Cheryl
Berkowitz, Anne Craven, Laura
Fergusson, Nicholas Hanna,
Robert Keyes, Peter Lyons, and
Linda Scott. At least 4 or 5 places at
UEA wilVbe available for 1980-81.
London School
Present sophomores interested
in study at the London School of
Economics and Political Science for
the 1980-1981 . academic year
should have at least a B + average
through the first term of their
sophomore year. Please read the
up-to-date materials in the maroon
binder in the Office of Foreign
Study Advising and obtain a copy
of the information sheet on the LSE
if you are interested. Ed Kaminsky,
now at Trinity, was enrolled at the
London School of Economics from
Trinity College last year.
Pit. Job
The public relations office
wishes to hire two student workers
next semester who will be able to
work in the office next year.
Applicants must have excellent
typing skills (at least 50 WPM).
Financial aid recipients will be
given preference, but all interested
students are urged to apply. Call
Kathy Frederick at ext, 370 or 217.
Young Democrats
There will be an , important
meeting of all Young Democrats in
Wean Lounge on Wednesday,
December 12 at 7:30 P.M. Sup-
porters of all Democratic candi-
dates will be decided at that time.
Women's Lecture
Barbara Robinson-Jackson,
! Director of Minority Affairs will
• discuss "Black Women and
| Feminism" on Thursday ,
December 13 from noon to 1 p.m.
in the Women's Center.
Please come and bring your
lunch. Hot and cold drinks will be
served. The Women's Center is
located on the third floor of
Mather Campus Center.
Women's Center
The Women 's Cen te r will
sponsor an all-campus open house,
in celebration of the Holiday
Season on Friday, December 14,
from 1 to 5 p.m.
Come up and see an art exhibit
of works created by Trinity
Women, There will be plenty of
refreshments available.
The Women's Center is located






I would like to apologize to any-
one offended by the KK.K costume
I wore on Halloween night. My
intentions r were not to . demean
anyone from a different race: • I
didn't realize the repercussions it
would have. I hope all hard feelings
are mended. "
Sincerely,
A member of the Class of '83
PIKE Response
To Whom ]t May Concern,
This letter is in response to your
December 4 Tripod, in which you
quoted Steve Butler as saying that
the Epsilon Alpha chapter of Pike
had changed parts of its initiation
ceremony which were blatantly
racist. The article further stated
that we were in direct opposition
with our National organization over
these changes.
In addition to being a misquote,
the information presented was
flatly wrong. Our chapter of Pike is
not racist, nor is the National. It is
therefore unnecessary to change,
our initiation ceremony in this re-
™»<:c<, because it contains no bla-
••cist parts at all,
Steve did, however,'tell Prof.
Zannoni that we did, in fact, alter
those parts of our initiation cere-
mony which might have been
interpreted as offensive to Jews
and atheists. It has never been
necessary to actively oppose the
'National in this regard, for they
! have supported these alterations.
I hope thatthis letter has solved
some unfortunate misconceptions
which may have been formed about
Pike, both at the local and national
levels.
Sincerely,
Michael A. Gould, '81
Secretary, Pi Kappa Alpha
ed. The Tripod stands corrected.
Fasting Feted
To the Editor:
I was encouraged to read your
Nov. 20 news report that nearly 400
Trinity students agreed to go with-
out their meal plans and-or to fast
on November 15, the day of the
Fast for a World Harvest, in order
to raise money for the Hartford
Food Bank.
I was not encouraged by your
report that 'to a large degree, an
attitude of apathy surrounded the
day of fasting.' If that observation
is correct, it does not speak well for
the degree of awareness at Trinity
of the huge number of hungry
people in the world whose hunger
is a large part fostered by policies
of rich governments like ours, and
by the actions of multinational
corporations based in those na-
tions.
Your news story also indicated
that many Trinity students share
the misunderstanding, 'widespread
in our society of the physiological
effects of fasting. Fasting need not
cause fainting, or make students
too weak to study or continue
athletic activities. In fact, when
done properly, fasting brings
greater energy and clarity of mind.
The rules for beginners are simple.
Interested students may find them
outlined in such books as Dick
Gregory's Natural diet for folks
who eat (by Dick Gregory), or
Fasting Can Save Your life and
Fasting for Renewal of Life (both
by Herbert Shelton). All three are
available in paperback at many




consumer issues? Then look no
further. ConnPIRG wants in-
terested people to work a few
hours per week next semester at
our consumer complaint center,
here at Trinity. We need people
to answer the consumer complaint
telephone and handle the com-
plaints. A statt person wilt be
available for advice. If you are
interested in this rewarding opp-
ortunity, please drop a note in Box
131. Our next meeting is January
23, at 4:00.
The monthly public meeting of
the Trinity ConnPIRG board is on
Tuesday, December 11, at 7:30 in"
Alumni Lounge.
Country Dance
Country Dance in Connecticut
will hold a traditional New England
Contra Dance on Friday, Dec. 21st,
at 8:00 p.m. Live fiddle music by
Whiskey Before Breakfast, Caller -
Ralph Sweet. At St. James
Episcopal Church, 1018 Farming-
ton Ave., West Hartford. Begin-
ners and singles are welcome. For
more information, Call 677-6619.
internship
Before you get locked into a full
load of degree requirements, give
some thought to a full-time
legislative internship with Conn-
PIRG next semester. Interns will
be responsible for assembling full-
time credits for the program.
If you would like to find out
more about C o n n P I R G ' s in-
ternship program., contact lack
Hale at 525-8312, or come to f&e
ConnPIRG office in the basement
of Ogilby Hall any Tuesday bet-
ween 2:00 and 5:00 pm.
Cambodian Aid
The following agencies are
providing food and supplies for
Cambodian refugees in Thailand.
Those wanting to contribute to the
Cambodian relief effort may write
to one of "them.
Amer ican Fr iends Service
Committee p O r Cambodia
1501 Cherry Street
Philadelphia, Pa. 19102
American National Red Cross
International Services
Cambodia Relief
17th and D Streets












Committee to Aid Ihdochinese
Refugees
211 East 43d Street-Suite 1401
New York, N.Y. 10017
International Rescue Committee
For Cambodja
386 Park Avenue South






1 U.S. Committee for Unicef
Cambodian Relief
331 East 38th Street
_ New York, N.Y, 10016
U.N. High Commiss ioner for





New York, N.Y. 10017
World Vision
Cambodia Relief






















Are you looking for an ex-
perience in human relations? Are
you interested in working with
Over the Transom
cont. from p . 5
I remember best, is that of the most
beautiful woman in my high school
— she was a ballet dancer —obent
over a desk in the library, her hair
falling over her face, as she sat and
did problems on a slide rule.
Today, everyone uses pocket
calculators. The romance is going
out of everything.
NEED A SECOND CHANCE?
If you want to continue your education,
no matter what your age, study money can
be yours.
Interested? Ask the financial aid admin-
istrator at the school you plan to attend, or
write to Box 84, Washington, D.C/20044 for
a free booklet- APPLY YOURSELF-TODAY.
Education after high school
can be the key to a better life..
United States Office of Education
United States Office of Education
Returning Students
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Cruciform Ritualizes Grotesquerie and Gloom
by Rachel Mann
Cruciform was an eerie
message of the evils, hypocrisies
and lies of religion. The audience
gathered slowly, filling most of
Garmany Hall by 8 PM on Dec. 7.
The house lights went down, there
was a shuffle of feet, and the stage
lights came up on white masked
faces and bodies clothed in
monkish robes. A stunned hush fell,
over the audience. The mood was
: firmly, set for the following hour
and a half.
Roger Shoemaker, director,
effectively created a tone of gloom
and grotesquerie with five . well-
chosen literary excerpts: W. B.
Yeats' Calvary and Purgatory,
James Joyce's Ulysses, Jean Genet's
The Balcony, Andrienne Ken-
nedy's A Rat's Mass, and Samuel
Beckett's Come and Go. All five
pieces contain satirical and ironical
commentary on the Episcopal and
Catholic religions.- .
Each piece began with a
..;:••. ceremonial change of costumes,
one actor bringing another robes
1 . and masks. Every movement was
paced and plotted. This unique
Cruciform was primordial. One
Catherine Powers, choreog-
rapher, showed, through the
actors, a wonderful talent fot
modeling drama and dance. The
A pervasive sense of night and
darkness filled the theatre. The
music played was either guterally
acoustic or the sounds of night.
Cruciform was primordial. One
sensed a certain futility and an
emptiness in all life and faith.
',. Cruciform was a play of living in
and live in hell-the hell of life.-
The masks, some reminiscent of
skeletons, some1 of the freakish
facial expressions of man, and
other of the supernatural, were an
interesting means of creating at-
mosphere. The actors were totally
separated from themselves, making
the material surreal and bizarre.
Yeats' words were therefore more
emphasized since the audience
could not rely on facial "expressions
or even moving lips to aid com-
prehension. Unfortunately, a few
of the actors had problems with
projection and ennunciation from -
behind the masks; many of Yeats'
,.•' beautiful phrases were" lost.
The three musicians, in par-
ticular, had this problem. Not only
were they difficult to understand,
but the presentation of Yeats'
poetry lacked a sing-song, lyrical
quality. The recitation of verse
should display variety in pacing
and vocal color,
Aaii Rosthchild gave a bland,
powerless portrayal of Christ in
Calvary. She faded against Kwaku
Sintim-Misa's Judas, who was
strong, though difficult to un-
derstand due to his accent and a
repeated vocal pattern. On the
other hand, his Father in Purgatory
was well executed.
Tony Chase's • 'Lazarus
characterization and delivery was
marvelous. His diction was -clean
and precise. Chase has a capacity
for advantageously^ using the full
range of his voice, as was exem-
plified by his narration of Ulysses.
This ability was especially im-
portant in Cruciform.
- Dance and movement were
another method superbly, yet
subtly employed. There was hardly
a wasted motion throughout the
production; every gesture counted.
This stylization and its stringenpy -
was possibly the actors' most
challenging exercise. However,
they handled the style proficiently,
blending choreography gracefully
with the^acting and the scripts.
C a t h e r i n e P o w e r s ,
choreographer, showed, through
the actors, a wonderful talent for
modling drama and dance. The
gambling between the three
soldiers in Calvary was an exciting
interlude, as was the fight between
Father and Son in Purgatory. Linda
Rich was graceful and delightfully
poignant as she danced her part in
Ulysses.
Both Shoemaker and Powers
used their playing area to its full
potential. The staging was ex-
cellent. Every body and every
placement was precise and
calculated. Each actor was so
strategically blocked that the
observers eye was never bored.
This quality was only
distracting in A Rat's Mass. The
combination of the many bright
colors-unusual in this production-
and the many people on stage
produced confusion. The length of
the piece and Mark Shepherd's
awkwardness as Brother Rat added
to the complications.
A Rat's Mass was the only piece
that somewhat lost its audience
during the hour and a fialf
production, despite a good solid
performance by Rich as Sister Rat
and a striking portrayal of the
insidious Rosemary by Marianne
Miller. However the violent shock-
of Kennedy's finish to his story, and
its adept timing once again startled
the audience back to rapt at-
tention. .
With an intriguing back
^tableaux of still, entwined bodies,
Gentt 's scene was dynamic.
Oressida Bainton deftly played
Mme. Irma as a mean but
-im ; . , R Michael Hall
Tony Chase, as Lazarus, and Ami Rothschild, as Christ, battle with words in CALVARY, by
Y.B.Yeats. - --
in Purgatory were weired; Judaswoman. John Thompson's Bishop
was fascinating and intense; he
used every word, every gesture,
and every pause with laudable
control. The Balcony was the only
excerpt which contained subtle
humor. Thompson's character was
absurd, almost lauehable, as was
Ami Rosthchild's nun.
The many striking tableaux
were unquestionable one of
Cruciiorm's strengths. For in-
stance, the house and" its spectres
Holding Christ on the cross had a
pronounced. histrionic statement.
The repetitive actions in Ulysses
had individual interest and im-
portance. Madeline Batistich was
stereotypically sensual as the Dan-
cing Woman and the scenaro
between Rothschild and Bainton as
two old women was riveting even in
repetition. Tony Shenton was
winsome and cherubic as the
portagonist of Ulysses, Stephan
Dedalus.
Cruciform was an unsettling
portrayal of man's inner in-
securities which are fed by religion.
The atmosphere was of malignant
evil and emmuient death. Come
and Go, the final vignette in
Cruciform was a quiet, aestheite
ending. Three old women silently
await death, only speaking
occasionally in low murmurs. Their
pacing was perfect, leading to the
final words, "I can feel the rings..."
and the lights faded slowly on
Cruciform.
Engel and Winans Give Novel Poetry Reading
& ' . _ . . . - . ._ j ....= ' ,.™,w.«ii«i «,«trifial schemes, and a nesday's "performance," h
by Barbara I. Selmo
The English Department, 115,
Vernon Street, was the scene of an
extraordinary poetry reading last
• Wednesday night. Sponsored by
the Trinity Poetry Center, the
evening's reading featured poets
Bill Engel, Dave Winans, and the
musical accompanianiment of Don
DiFabbio. As Bill Engel said in his
invocation at the beginning of the
reading, all who attended'. were
invited to participate in "53
minutes" of a "poetic-acoustic
event." The evening progressed
with poetry and music, sometimes
poetry, sometimes music,- "but
'always something," as Winans said.
' Engels and Winans read from -
their works, accompanied by
DiFabbio and his 'versatile musical
ability. Engels and Winans proved
musical in their own right, often
producing" guitar and bongos to
soothe the progress" of their poetry.
The fact that Engels introduced
the performance as "53 minutes" of
poetry is indicative of what I
thought was the mood of the
evening. In his opening prayer,
Engels invoked "our muse" and
introduced three elements- music,
poetry and time. "Time and more
time/ is contained in every grain
of sand/ and allows eternity to Be
you/ Music gives you the grain of
. . . / Music gives you that grain/
and allows Eternity to Be you."
What followed was a comment on
time and all its accoutrements-
youth, love, and death.
Engels and Winan mixed and
compared their ideas in a non-stop
flow. Winans spoke of man and
woman as mates, of time and -
loneliness, of twilights in Hartford,
and suffering to seek the truth.
Engels intoned words filled with
the pain of love, living and dying,
and the futility of time past. One
commendable poem was the
"Delphic Amphitheatre" by Engels.
.The haunting idea that once there
had been music and now ther is
music no longer made me im-
mediately reflect upon the poetry
meeting that I was attending and
whether it too would be like the
Delphic Amphitheatre, where
"masks of our every, thought/ are
dis-re-membered/ no orators
swell today/ no dancers sway/
no musicians play."
The poetry was marked by a*
distinct tendency to discuss and
reflect upon broad themes in
limited terms. Yet the poems were
- more" intricate than one would
suspect poems of far-reaching
themes would be. They were
marked by careful alliterations,
controlled metric l s s,  
tight construction of language and
word sounds. Though many "of the
poems were not in their final draft,
they reflected a very polished
attitude towards the subject and a
mastery of the poetic craft.
I have the feeling, however,
that any one who attended
Wednesday's well-received -
reading would probably snicker at
my descriptions, especially the last
sentence of the previous
paragraph, (polished attitude,
indeed.) This poetry reading was
marked with a distinct touch of
irreverence that was not only
amusing but interesting as well, ft
has been the case in past student
poetry readings that the poets were
nervous, flushed, embarrassed and
very serious. Of course, to match
tneir poetry, this attitude was often
crucial to their reading. Wed-
nesday's "performance," however,
was not marked by sucn nervous,
reading-for-the- first- time jitters. -
(At least, Engels and Winans did
their best not to let on the op-
posite.) Whether it was their bow-
tie, blue-jeari and rose-bud ap-
pearance, or the bottle of J.D.
prominently positioned in front of
them, I immediately had the feeling
that not only was this an evening to
share with their friends.their ideas
through poetry, but to giggle, enjoy
and be irreverant. The music, I
tiiink, was a wonderful addition; it,
was so interesting, as a matter of
fact, that I often spent more time
listening the way it worked with the
poetry than listening to the poetry.
That is probably why I don't have
anything very concrete to say
about the poetry. Mixed with the
music, they rhythms and the J. D., I
cont. on p. 8
Morrison Is Appreciated
Images Are Alive and Vibrant
by Linda Scott
Tony Morrison combined a
lecture and reading into her
presentation Thursday night, Dec.
6 in the Washington Room. Before
reading from each of her three
novels, she discussedjrher reasons
for •writing them and explained her
perspective on black women's
lives.
Opening with a discussion of
her first novel, The Bluest Eye, she
explained, "I wrote the book
because I wanted to read it." This
story of a young black girl's longing
to be someone else and her con-
sequential two-year prayer for blue
eyes, accentuates themes which
have universally concerned
women, yet have rarely been
written about. So many of women's,
thoughts and energies have been
spent in the pursuit of a standard
beauty, that the absence of such
beauty has brought about real pain.
Through careful portrayal of the
innocence of Pecola's pain,
Morrison enables readers to
recollect the innocence of their
own pain.
Pecola's lack of self-esteem
removes her from any emotional
attachment as she does not believe
herself to be worthy of love. In her
reading, Morrison explained that
the horror of this "is exceeded only
by the evil of its fulfillment,"
Morrison's primary concern is with
the individual and her survival
.apart from all emotional at-
tachments. Pecola's last at-
tachment is severed when her
father rapes her. Ultimately, she
cannot survive entirely on her own.
Without a "love connection," she
cannot.function as a whole human
being.
In her second novel, Sula, it is
possible to,, see the expansion of
Morrison's concerns. She does not
writeof a woman alone, but of two
women involved with one-another.
Up until this point, she believed
there had been a regrettable lack of
exploration of relationships bet-
ween women in literature. Because
she placed such a high value on
friendship, she decided to write of
a time when "human beings did
what agencies now do."
"Sisterhood" had always been
something very special in her life,
and she wanted, now, to explore a
friendship without the backdrop of
politics.
Sula and her friend, Nel, have a
friendship which Morrison clearly
values. She describes their
relationship, as "strong, necessary
and beautiful,''.Morrison examines
this friendship under a crisis
situation in order to raise certain
fundamental questions. Under
what circumstances can the
friendship survive or fail? "What
does it mean? What is the com-
munity? How does it respond?
When Sula sleeps with Nel's
husband (presumably the worst
thing one can to to a friend), the
friendship' breaks. However,
neither Sula nor Nel is comfortable
with this failure. The passage
Morrison read at this point had a
melancholy tone reminiscent of the
"blues" It expressed no bitterness
or vengeance. Without the "love
connection" neither, woman feels
whole. Indeed, they each needed
the other's friendship. Sisterhood
had not only enhanced their lives,
it had defined them. ,
After Suk, Morrison was in-
terested in further expanding her
character's world. She felt she had
written all she could of women with
"women and decided to write of
women involved with men. Song of
Solomon, she claims, is about the
.process of being civilized. The plot
is based on a traditional story from
folk culture which claims that
black people could fly before
coming to America.
Morrison realized that in order
to fly, a person would have to know
much more about human qualities
because he would be working with
an environment he could not trust.
She thought a man would have to -
learn these lessons, for he would
not intrincsically know them. Song
of Solomon deals with acquiring a
photo l>y K. Michaul Hall
Tony Morrison spoke about her books to a Trinity audience on
December 5.
sense of control, accepting -
accepting the necessity of
surrender and gaining the courage
to have a far*' and a belief in the
intangible. ie women in this
novel serv; ; , (be source of ail life.
They are the source of birth, of
education and, ultimately, the
source with which Milkmans leaves
his life. Morrison appears to be
saying that men cannot dismiss the
fact that women are essential to the
completeness of their (existence.
The images of black women in
Toni Morrison's literature are alive
and vibrant. Her women deal with
real events and real emotions. The
universality of these emotions was
apparent in the diversity of
Thursday night's audience. What
the people could appreciate was
Morrison's belief that emotional
attachment, the "love connection",
can enhance the fullness and
Atmosphere of Bach's Lunch Series Goes Staj.e
Instead of enjoying a feeling of completion, one felt nothing
by Sarah lane Nelson
Carolyn Backer was the organ
soloist at the" Bach's Lunch on
Friday. Mrs. Backer, currently a
student of John Rose, performed J.
S. Bach's. Fugue'in G major, Four
Organ Chorals by Bach from his
Orgelbuchlein; Nun Komm, der
Heider Heiland, Der 1st so
Freundenteich vott_ Himmel Hoch,
Da Komm'ich Her in Dulci Jubilo,
and Vivaldi's Concerto in A minor,
Carolyn Backer received her
master's degree in Sacred Music
fromUnion Theological Seminary.
Currently, Mrs. Backer is serving
as Minister of Music at the
Bushnell Congregational Church
in Hartford,
Bach's Fugue in G major got of f
to a slow start, from which Mrs.
Backer failed to recover herself.
The proliferation of downward
sequences, in combination with a
slowness of tempo created a
stultifying effect in which lyricism
was lost. Although the notes were
intact, Mrs. Backer, throughout the
recital, displayed a marked awk-
wardness in transitions between
phrases. The music often
threatened to become shapeless.
The first choral had the
potential for being broad and
optimistic in expression. However,
once again, Mrs. Backer was overly
cautious and created musical voids
which only the resonance of the
chapel would forgive. There were
moments in the third choral where
the musical sequence was almost
completely lost. The final choral
. performed, "Da Komm'ich Her in
A minor. Although the in-
troduction was brave, the music
soon lapsed into a detrimentally
slow tempo. The imprecision of
rhythms wrought phrases disjunct
Likewise, Backer failed to do
justice to the spirited Concerto in
from one another. Instead of
enjoying a feeling of completion in
the final Allegro when the theme is
reintroduced at the start of the
recapitulation, one felt nothing.
It is generally a spare Trinity
audience that attends the Bach's
Lunch Concerts. This is a shame
considering the fact that such
recitals are infrequent on campus.
However, it is also an un-
derstandable phenomenon. The
atmosphere of the Bach's Lunch
series has been somewhat stale this
season. One can only hope that the
February 1 concert featuring David
and James Bradley will break t'
pattern.
MAD MURPHY'S
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Tuesday, Dec. 11 • Trinity IS
Wednesday, Dec. 1 2 - Sammy Brown
Thursday, Dec. 13 - Sailcats
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' FEDERAL STiDYMOiEl"
"My parents help pay ray college tuition, and I also work part-time. Bin.
last year I realized I might not have enough money to continue my education.
"Then I found out about the Middle Income Student Assistance Act.
It provides more aid than ever before for education after high school.
"I applied and found out that I was eligible for a Basic Educational Oppor-
tunity Grant (BEOG j . You should also apply to see if you qualify for BEOG
•ii one of the other programs available to almost all
itudents enrolled in colleges or technical schools.
"If you'd like to get more education and
netd study money, do what I did. Write to
Here 84, Washington, D.C. 20044 and ask
for a free booklet, It's called "A Student
Consumer's Guide to Six Federal Finan-
cial Aid Programs'.' Then get in touch
with the counselor or financial aid admin-
istrator in the school of your choice for
help in applying. (And be sure to com-
plete the forms carefully so you will be
el 1 gibl e for the help you need!)
"Remember: If you want education
after high school and need financial
















Room for the arts at this
liberal arts' institution is rapid-
ly diminishing. This phenome-
non is due to an ail-too limited
number of faculty members in
the art departments, resulting
in a drastic narrowing of the
curriculum. For instance, one
need only flip through the
1979-1980 student bulletin to
realize that the English Depart-
ment has nearly stripped itself
down to the bare bones of
critical theory and left little
room for creative literary pur-
suits.
However the compartment-
alization of the arts into some-
thing "neutral like culture, a
discrete experience that one
merely adds to one's daily life,"
as the president of Bard College
so aptly stated in the September
issue of Harper's magazine,
the manifestation of a creeping
attitude of society itself. A
certain unconscious intimidation
of the arts is upon us. This
intimidation is carried on con-
sciously by certain faculty .mem-
bers who choose to cater to a
select few. Thus, they create an
atmosphere of exclusion which
is highly detrimental to the
student body in general.
Furthermore, the 'discrete'
quality of participation in dance,
music, writing, and other crea-
tive activities, is approaching
meaninglessness. Art has be-
come extraneous to supposedly
more practical pursuits. This
attitude has come to be shared
not only by career^oriented
individuals, but by the artists
tfiemselves. A lack of courage
amongst those involved with the
arts is pushing the creative act
to the periphery of college life.
Not that the creative impulse
can ever be extinguished. How-
ever it may experience a Dark
Age, as a result of an increas-
ingly greedy and job-oriented
society.
Both the administration
and the student body must ask
themselves how, if at all, arts
are to be perpetuated at Trinity.
Can room for music, painting,
writing, and dance be reserved,
without the college's sacrificing
a vital orientation to the world
beyond the black iron gates?
For the energy of the arts to
be felt there must be an
overflow of creativity which
craves and is permitted express-
ion. This is hardly the case at
Trinity, where studentsx are
doing all they can to create
ripples on a still surface that
threatens to freeze over.
Chapel Singers Broadcast
by Margaret Henderson
The Trinity College Chapel
Singers under the direction of
Chapel organist, John Rose, will
participate in a Christmas program
on Saturday evening, December
15, to be telecast live from 7 to 8
p.m., from the Old State House in
Hartford. The twenty-two member
SATB group, founded three years
ago under Rose's leadership, will
perform in "The Songs of
Christmas", a program organized
by WFSB-TV, channel 3, a CBS
In past years, but not recently,
The Hartford Times sponsored a
carol-sing, and Channel 3 hopes to
revive the tradition. The network,
expects 5,000 people to gather on
the Green in fron of the newly
refurbished Old State House to join
in the singing of carols with the
performers. Channel 3, which
broadcasts throughout Con-
necticut, Southern Massachusetts,
and New York via Cable T.V.,
expects a home viewing audience
of 500,000.
Beside the Chapel Singers, the
Greater Hartford Youth Chorale,
the Hopewell Baptist Choir, and
the Barnard-Brown Childrens'
Choir, bilingual in English and
Spanish, will sing. Gerald Mack
will conduct the singers, and Rose
will provide accompaniment on the
organ. In addition, tThe Premier
Brass Ensemble will perform.
Soprano Ester Hinds of the
Metropolitan Opera, and the star of
the recent revival of Porgy and
Bess at the New York City Center,
will be guest soloist. The purpose
of offering such diverse en-
tertainment is to include various
members of the Hartford Com-
munity.
The Chapel Singers, dressed in
academic robes and Trinity
scarves, will sing four carols, in-
cluding two arranged by the
Chapel's Composer in Residence,
Robert Edward Smith.
The Trinity Community are
invited to come down to the Green
and sing along.
MUSIC
Goodspeed Opera House in East Haddam, Connecticut now
accepting applications for 1980 Apprentice Program. Those
interested,write to Apprentice Program, Goodspeed Opera House,
East Haddam, Conn. 06423.
Auditions for the Springfield Symphony Orchestra will be held Jan.
61980, at Old First Church in Springfield. Positions available in all
sections. Male voices especially needed. Chorus will, perform
March 9 in Cabaret Pops concert. Those interested in auditions call
788-4424.
THEATRE
Yale Repertory Theatre, "Measure for Measure", Nov. 30-Dec. 19.
Yale Repertory Theatre, "Measure for Measure", Nov. 30-Dec. 19.
Information: (203)436-3164.
Downtown Cabaret Theatre to hold "A Big Band New Year's Eve
Gala", 263 Golden Hill Streetl, Bridgeport, Dec. 31, 9 pm to 2 am.
The Hartford Stage Company, "Damn Yankees," 50 Church Street,
Hartford, Dec. 1-30, Tues.-Thurs. 8 pm, Sun. 7:30pm Weds, at 2
pm, Sun. at 2:30 pm. Information: 527-5151.
DANCE
Hartford Ballet, "Nutcracker", Bushnell Memorial, Dec. 15-23.
Information: 246-6807. •
Kathryn Kollar and Company, will be performing at Austin Arts
Center on -Wednesday Dec. 12 at 8pm. Master class in dance
technique will be held Tues. Dec. 11 at 4 pm free of charge. Ticket
reservations and information: 527-8062.
Onestudio Calendar
Dec. 12-15
Andy Wartiol's Bad 7:30
Richard Pryor in Concert 9:35
Dec. 16-18
The Lost Honor of Katherine Blum 7:30




Politics Trade Rival Shots
his people to a bright
Poets Display Musical Ability
cont. from p. > 7
had to experience tne "event".
I don't know whether Winans
and Engel are clever performers or
just clever poets. But, yes, their
poetry reading. Poetry,- as Winans
and Engels have demonstrated, is
irreverent, amusing, expandable,
malleable, but never "dull, dry and
boring." I'm glad Trinity is proving
this .-ruth.
reading defies any attempt at a
review. The Poetry Center, which
has been working hard to inspire
and advance poetry at Trinity,
needs to present such interesting
student poetry readings as often as
possible. Poetry'is such a diverse
interest, consisting of the attitudes
of each poet, that to hear the way
different poets handle their work
makes it worth attending any
by James Frankel
Rival political factions trade
bullets instead of diatribes, A
besieged president tries to protect
the economic interests of the
imperialist ppwers that modernized
his nation. This, a familiar setting
in today's confused and confusing
melange of emerging African
countries serves also as the setting .
for Tom Stoppard's new play Night
and Day,
President Mageeba of the new
nation of Kambawe (a former
British colony) is struggling for
power with a rival political group
headed by a renegade army
colonel. Caught in the middle are
three journalists: Dick Wagner, a
slightly cynical veteran of "system"
journalism whose competence and
love for truth have waned with the
yefers, Guthrie, a "tell it like it is"
photographer with no illusions, and
Milne, the idealistic youngster with
b Russia - 1
There are still some places left on the West/Kassow trip to the USSR scheduled for
Spring Vacation, 1980. The tour will take 30 students to seven Soviet cities and
towns during its twelve days, including: Moscow, Leningrad, Novgorod, Vladimir,
Suzdal, Rostove and Yaroslavl, total package cost: $1162. Interested students
should contact Professors West or Kassow before Christmas vacation for further
information and eligibility requirements, or call extension 371 and leave your name
and number.
an uncanny knack for "scoops."
Also embroidered in the conflict
are Carson, a British businessman
and friend of Mageeba, and his
wife, a bored and lonely housewife
with a lot more wit and talent to
offer than her position permits her
to excercise.
Stoppard effectively combined
significance, extreme wit and
amazing verbal gymnastics in
Travesties and Rosencranz and
Gulldenstern are Dead, but
sacrificed real significance to
increased wit in Dirty Linen. Night
and Day is a' conscious* effort to
return to a significance that is not
entirely successful. The im-
portance of the press in reporting
the truth (as represented by
Wagner) is a point that has been
extensively covered by stories and
characters such as Kane in Citizen
Kane and Addison de Witt in Ait
About Eve.
Stoppard retains some of his old
style with throw-away lines about
Dick Waner being "so Wagnerian."
Perhaps more indicative is a line of
Mageeba's "When I was at school
in England, I did not play Othello, I
played Caliban." The line also
deals with the mort effective
message in the play, the myth of
the "noble" third world leader
guiding
future.
The part of Mrs,. Carson is the
largest in the play. While she
sparkles with cleverness and ur-
banity, her part.remains, almost
completely out of- context. Her
lonely, remantic speculations are
more characteristic of a drawing
room comedy than a political
drama. The part is carried
brilliantly however, by Maggie
Smith, Her stylized mannerisms are
sophisticated and charming, and
give her an aura of almost
Cowardian polish. Supporting Miss
Smith is a talented cast including
Joseph Maher as Carson, Clarence
Williams as Mageeba, Paul Hecht
as Wagner, Dwight Schultz as
Guthrie, and Peter Evans as Milne.
Hecht pays Wagner with the self-
importance intrinsic to this sort of
character. Evans is perfectly fresh-
faced and naive. Worthy of note
are Clarence Williams who strikes
the ideal note between evil and
charm, and Dwight Schultz whose
objectivjty and earnestness give
the journalistic profession a
seriousness that the attitudes of the
other characters deny it.
Night and Day is currently
playing at the ANTA Theatre on
245 W. 52nd Street.
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BANTAM
McNamara All-New England
Trinity split end Pat McNamara was named for
the second straight year to the ECAC Division" III
New England football team.
Other 79 Bantam Football award recipients
were announced at the banquet last night.
Results were unavailable at press time; will
follow in the Jan. 22 edition of the Tripod. *
Lockers And Equipment Return
Students who will be off campus for the Trinity
term are reminded that they must return their
locks and towels as well as athletilc equipment to
respective equipment rooms at the Ferris







Lobby of Ferris Center
9 AM -12 Noon
Mon. Dec. 10 - Fri. Dec. 14
The JV Squash team dropped their first match
of the season to Choate, 8-1, last Saturday
afternoon"? Three matches went five games,
including John Holmes' tight confrontation.
Holmes was the only victorious Bantam on the
day, as he outbattled his foe, 11-15,18-15, 15-12,
15-18,15-12.
Coach Robie Shults stated that this was
'' probably our toughest match of the year'?. The
young Bantams next meet MIT when they return
from the Christmas break.
Martire's Clement Lecture Informative
by TRIPOD Staff Writers
The Twelfth Annual Clement
Lecture, this year on "Women In
Spdrts: Fact Versus Fiction" was
delivered by Dr. Joseph Martire '64
last Tuesday evening. Earlier in the
day.Dr. Martire led a symposium
on Sports Medicine. Both "were
sponsored by the Epsilon Chapter
of the Fraternity of Delta Psi (St.
Anthony Hall).
Dr. Mirtire, a Trinity alumnus,
is a radiologist at Baltimore's
Union Memorial Hospital. He also
heads the education division of
Union Memorial's relatively new
Sports Medicine center. While at
Trinity Dr, Martire was Pre-Med,
President of Alpha Chi Rho, and
Assistant Sports Editor of the
• Tripod,' He was also active as a
wrestler.
The afternoon's symposium was
small and informal, but highly
informative. "Sports medicine is an
interdisciplinary specialty,"
declared Dr, Martire. "There is no
such thing ait'' a single -Sports
Medicine specialist." Along with a
panel from Trinity- trainers Bob
Slaughter and Leo Hamel,
chemistry professor Henry
DePhillips, philosophy professor
Drew Hyland, and women's coach
Robin Sheppard- Dr. Martire
discussed sports medicine, athletic
safety, ethics in sports medicine,
and football, among other topics.
The evening's lecture was a
small affair (103 attending) but
there was an especially good
question-and-answer segment at
the end of the talk,
. The essence of Dr. Martire's
speech was an attempt to break
down many of the myths surroun-
ding women athletes. One of, the
first he attacked was that "women
athletes are not feminine". He
showed tow slides: one of Cher,
half-dressed and posilng sugges-
tively, and one of a woman
marathojn runner. "Both of these
are feminine," said Dr. Martire.
"Feminine is whatever the woman
wants feminine to be,"
showed that most of the limitations
place on women as athletes are
social restraints, and are not due to
any vast physical differences
between women "and men. There
are differences, however* Men on
the average are taller and heavier
in muscle bulk than women. Thus
they have an advantage in strength
and speed. Women have more
body fat than men. But in lean
body weight there is less than a
10% difference between men and
women, and thus not so great a
difference in athletic potential
between the two sexes.
Women do not have less en-
durance than men, eliminating
another myth. Using studies done
Fencers Open At
Concord High
It was a classic day in Concord,
Mass., yet Walden Pond could not
be seen - a foreboding omen for
the Trinity College Fencing team.
The swashbuckling Bants traveled
north to take on Concord High
School in the season opener. The
Massachusetts High School
Champions showed depth and a
, firm knowledge of fencing while
the Bants took notice.
The main factor involved
"psych", which wasn't there for the
Blue and Gold. Nonetheless, the
•'. first bout was won comfortably by
Don DeFabio in sabre. Neither he
: nor his two teammates could
muster another win for the sabre
team, however. In the past,, the
sabre team, consistently took 6 or 7
bouts a meet (out of 9) and sucli a
performance was disappointing.
In foil, the bouts started strong
'. again, and also managed to sustain
•i t this time. Major contributions
were made by rookie Kevin Zitnay
as well as the vet, Kevin Childress,
who bothposted 2-1 tallies for the
day. Bill Engel added the fifth
victory to the foil squad as they
overtook Concord 5-4.
In the final weapon, epee, the
Bantams took the offensive again.
Missing a valuable starter, the boys
gathered all their energies and
',; fared well. The two experienced
fencers, Dan Schlenoff and Mike
Gould, carried their weight as they
brought in 3-0 and 2-1 records
respectively. The final epee spot
was filled by novice foil fencer Paul
Hanson who made Concord work
for their bouts. This experience
proved to be important to Hanson
as he might be called upon later in
the season fo fill in once again.
It doesn't take calculus to figure
out that the Bantams lost, 16-11.
Concord was "psyched" and ready
to win while Trin thought of its 20-7
victory of the previous year, a fatal
mistake.
The women's fencing team also
ventured to Concord to scrimmage
the ladies team. The Women only
fence foil and carry a four-member
team which is experienced - but
not this time. All lour of the girls
who met Concord were novices
and the experience they got in
before their season opened was
needed. The women are excited
and plan to have a winning season
with the return of two experienced
fencers next semester.
The season continues with both
Army and Yale the week after
Christmas and there are nine home
meets after that with two other
away meets thrown in for good
measure. Drop by Unit D for the
home meets to help generate some
energy for Trin.
by the various military academics,
Martire noted that women im-
proved physically just by being
exposed to equal training with
men. He concluded that much of
their pre-supposed lack of athletic
prowess was principally due to lack
of opportunity.
The use of anabolic steroids
and other drugs by female athletes
was also touched upon by Dr.
Martire. He stated that no studies
were complete, but there was as yet
no conclusive evidence that
prolonged exercise or athletic
stress permanently damages the
female reproductive cycle.
In the question-and-answer
session that followed, several
interesting points were raised. "Do
you advocate men competing with
women?" asked one. "No," Martire
replied, saying that, while there
was no doubt that a women's all-
star basketball team could be
assembled with the ability to
compete with men, on the whole
that wouldn't be possible, given the
advantage of physical size and
strength natural to men. He felt
that allowing the best women to
compete with men, when alter-
native programs were available,
would ruin women's sports. Trinity
women's coach Robin Sheppard
concurred.
When asked whether he
thought that women's sports could
ever be a moneymaker, Dr. Martire
replied: ' 'people will always pay to
see something good. Eventually
people will get tired of football,
and they will get tired of the highly
individualistic play in men's pro
basketball. Women's basketball is
more of a team game." He did,
however, express the fear that
women in professional sports were
being treated as freaks. He called
the pro basketball signing of Ann
Meyers a "public relations farce."
After the lecture there was a
reception for -Dr. Martire, hosted
by Alpha Chi Rho.
Women's Basketball Downed 60-50
. by Nick Noble
At least they finally looked like
a team. Last Thursday evening
Trinity's Varsity Basketball women
passed well, rebounded agressively,
and displayed a balanced scoring
ability in their opening game
against a taller, stronger shooting
Mt> Hotyoke squad. At the end of
regulation time the slate was
knotted at 49-all, and overtime
ensued. The Bantams failed to
capitalize on several scoring op-
portunities in the five-minute extra
frame, and Holyoke's accurate
outside game pulled them ahead
for a 60-50 win over Trinity.
Holyoke's attack featured
devastating long baskets from
Mary Cummings and Mary
Jasinski, who tallied 19 and 14
respectively. It was Holyoke's
height and perfect outside shooting
that gave them the victory.
The player of the game,
however, was none other than
Trinity's Cindy Higgins. Playing
with her left hand braced and taped
because of an injured finger, she
scored a game-high twenty points,
nabbed seven rebounds, set up
plays with key passes- including six
assists - got in on several steals, and'
forced countless jump-balls when
the opposition was in control. She
also contributed a pair of defensive
gems, including one early in the
game with the score tied at 8-8, and
one late in the contest to preserve
Trinity's bid for overtime.
But it was not all Higgins for
Trinity. The Bantams played a
team game, displaying a poise that
had been missing from their pre-
season efforts. Lu diMaria con-
tributed a pair of important
rebounds early in the game, wh^e
Minnie Mahoney put Trinity' ahead
for the first time 10-8 with a nice
steal converted into an easy lay-up.
The game see-sawed from that
point, Geraldine Klauber and
Mahoney matching Holyoke's
beautiful outside scores with long
baskets of their own. Cindy Higgins
gave Trin a four point lead at 24-20
with a nice inside field goal and a
couple from the charity stripe.
The last two minutes of half one
belonged to Kathy Schlein. She set
up plays, passed well, and con-
nected on a trio of baskets. Then
with five seconds before the in-
termission Connie Newton
dropped in a swisher frojn way but,
arid Trin was up at the half 32-24.
With Higgins resting on the
bench with three fouls, the Trinity
"D" suffered an early second half
lapse. Despite Geraldine Klaiuber's
fine basket for the Bantams,
Holyoke soon had it even-up at 34.
The remainder of the half was
an exciting up-and-down affair.
Terry Johnson, Connie Newton,
and Cindy Brierly made some good
plays, one a neat reverse lay-up.
But erratic to poor officiating and
the young Bantams' failure to stay
cool under fire produced some
v negative resWitS-'M^WWfcWifegk a
basket by Higgins to tie it at 40
when regular time was called.
Holyoke was seven-for-nine
from the floor in the CT segment,
while Trin managed just one
Connie Newton foul shot. It was
Trinity's first game and first loss of
the season.
The great strides in team skill
and all-around play made by Coach
Karen Erlandson's squad since they
first assembled almost a month ago
bodes well for the season ahead.
Their next game is after vacation.
Cindy Higgins is now the all-
time leading career scorer in
Trinity Women's Basketball
history. With her twenty points
against Holyoke, she passed Nancy
McDermott in the standings.
Sophomore Minnie Mahoney goes up for a shot In the team's first
game of the season. phol0 by f ran|,|in K,ismin
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Chet's Chicks Douse Conn College
Five Records Broken In 89-51 Win
Trinity College Women's
swimming proved once again
worthy of their Varsity status with
an 89-51 thrashing of Conn College
this past Friday evening. Five
school records were broken in an
awesome display of talent and
strength.
Freshman Anne Ward set two
individual records and was part of a
record-breaking freestyle relay
team. Ward shattered the 50 and
100 yd. freestyle records with times
marks of :26.3 and :57.4
respectively. The 200 yd. freestyle
relay team of Ward, Paula Ryan,
Linda Gillett and Lanier Drew
swam to a new school record of
1 ;49, breaking the old record by 3
seconds. - «
Senior Captain Denise Jones
broke her own records in the 50
and 100 yd. breaststroke. Jones'
times of :32.2 and 1:12.8 will enable
her to compete in the Nationals at
the end of the season. Tori Aronow
copped a second in the 100.
Other first place winners for the
Women were Tini Peiser in the 200
and 500 yd. freestyle events; Linda
Gillett in the 100 and 200 Hvt';
Cathy Cosgrove in the 100 yd. fly
and Janet Rathbun in the required
diving event. Cosgrove also took a
second in the 50 yd. fly.
The 200 yd. medley relay team
of Ryan, Jones, Cosgrove and
Gillett stroked to a first with a time
of 2:03."In the backstroke events, it
was Paula Ryan taking a second in
the 100 and a third in the 50. Karen
Miller took third in the. 500 yard
freestyle. Rathbun and Ana Meyer
took second and third in the op-
tional diving event.
- . - • . ; . , • . -• . . . - ' • • " • A p ' s
Tini Peiser en ronte to her first place finish in the 500 yd. freestyle.
' . Photo by Franklin Kasmin
Hockey Drops Two; Crushes Clark In Tourney
by Nancy Lucas
Following a 5-3 defeat at the
hands of Framingham State earlier
in the week, the hockey Bants
engaged in a tournament held over
the weekend at Amherst. They met
Wesleyan as their first opponent;
the winner of that contest would
see either,Amherst or Clark in the
finals Saturday evening. The two
xuld. compete in a con-
solaficw |Mber*Canffaent of a
Wesleyan defeat, the Bants felt that
meeting Amherst was a real
possibility. A heads-up Cardinal
team stole the game right out from
under Trin's collective nose as they
outskated and outscored their blue-
shirted rivals, 4-3.
The Framingham loss on
Wednesday was also a disap-
pointment. Talentwise, the Ban-
tams had the edge, but a lack of
consistency put Trin on the short
end. Goals by Bob Tramonte, Bob
Plumb, and T.R. Goodman lit up
the Trinity Scoreboard.
From the opening face-off on
"Friday night, it appeared as though
the Bantams would have an easy
time with the Cardinals from
Wesleyan. Just 23 seconds into the
first period, Bob Plumb, stationed
in front of the Cardinal net, tipped
in a Brian Dorman shot from the
point. But Trin suffered a defensive
collapse and allowed two Wes
goals before the first period buzzer
sounded.
Down two goals midway
through the second period, the
Bantams had difficulty regrouping.
Strong forechecking by Wesleyan
and erratic passing on Trinity's part
cast a dismal light over the Ban-
tams hope for a bid for the finals. It
wasn't until the third period that
the Bants combined to initiate a
comeback. The line of Larry
Rosenthal, Tom Chase, and Karl
Nelson started the fireworks by
Grapplers Fall To WPI
putting on a fine checking display
deep in enemy territory. The first
line of Bob Ferguson, Bob Plumb
and T.R. Goodman took over from
there, pressuring the Wes defense
into mistakes and coming up with a
goal. It was Plumb's second tally of
the night, as he took a pass from
Goodman skating untouched out
from behind the Cardinal net.
Finally, with 5:01 remaining in the
game, Brian Dorm an picked up his
second point of the night when a
soft shot from just outside the blue
line trickled through a mass of
defenders and past Wes goalie
Steve Vasaturo. It was the last time
either team would score, as' Trin
wasn't even able to pull netminder
Steve Solik for an extra skater.
As expected, Amherst had
soundly defeated Clark by a 10-3
margin the night before. In fact,
the presence of Clark in the
tourney was questionable to begin
with. So when the Bantams met
Clark in- the consolation match
Saturday, the outcome had been
assumed long before.
Predictions were wondered
about when Clark got on the
Scoreboard quickly, scoring two
goals in the itiitial ten minutes . The
Bants appeared confused until
Larry Rosenthal tallied with four
minutes remaining in the first
stanza. Plumb picked up his fifth of
six goals on the week 1:07 later on
a power play goal from the point.
Clark elicited one more score
at 3:29 of the second period, but
from then on, the Bantams were
finally in control. Plumb snagged
number 6, while defenseman Dana
Barnard capped off a fine offensive
game with his first goal of the
season. Karl Nelson and Bob
Ferguson Closed out the second
period scoring. Nelson's goal came
after an alert steal at the Clark
blueline, following which the
sophomore wing swooped in on the
goal unmolested for the breakaway
tally.
Trin's seventh goal (and
Dorman's second in two nights)
came at 14 secqnds of the third
period, as the freshman defen-
seman took a Ferguson face-off at
the .point and blasted one by the
shaky opposing netminder. One
more goal for Clark and the
Bantams" were through for the
' evening, 7-4 victors in a less-than-
impressive showing.
Senior Co-Captain Dave'Brooks was the only victor in the disappointing wrestling defeat at the
handsof WPI. Brooks scored a major decision over his Engineer foe. photo by Dave Carviii
by Dave Mueller
On Wednesday, Dec. 5, the
Trinity Wrestling team faced one
of its toughest foes of the season,
Worcester Polytechnic Institute,
perhaps one of the best teams in
New England. WPI polished up
their reputation as they handed
Trin its first loss of the year,
outbattling the Banis at almost
every weight class. In fact, the
Engineers came very close to
blanking the Bantams, had it not
been for co-captain Dave Brooks.
It was Brooks, the only grappler
would shatter any chance of a
shutout. The final outcome,
however, would somewhat dim this
single bright performance as WPI
triumphed, 51-5. This brought
Trin's record to 2-1
The Bantams had a rough time
allo around as they lost two
decisions, gave up six pins, and
were forced to forfeit at 118.
Although all contended valiantly,
Brooks was the only grappler not to
submit to his adversary. The senior
wrestled brilliantly, coming up with
four takedowns and nearly pinning
his opponent on three separate
conditioning and technique, the co-
captain was able to pressure his foe
the whole eight minutes and come
out of the contest with a 19-5 major
decision.
This will be the Bantam mat-
men's last match until after the
Christmas break. Both Captains
appreciated the large crowds at-
tending both of the pre-Christmas
matches, and they hope that people
will continue their support when
the team returns in January. The
team's next match is Jan. 23 against
Western New England, and the
next Bantam home meet is Jan. 30 Junior defenseman Peter Duncan controls the puck against
Pesleyan last Friday night. photo by Dave i<«:Ppei
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Varsity Hoop Goes 2-2 In Up-And-Down Week
by Anthony Fbchetti
The Varsity Basketball team
rode the emotional roller-coaster
last week, registering a blowout
win, two heartbreaking losses by a
total of 4 points, and a satisfying
overtime win to put its record at 3-2
for the season.
The last-second losses, at the
hands of Amherst and Wesleyan,
were learning experiences for the
young Bantams, who bounced back
to vanquish vUHart in OT, the first
time the Blue and Gold has
defeated the Hawks in 14 seasons.
The week opened on an up
note, as the Bantams put on an
awesome display of shooting and
defense, running a clinic for New
England College to the tune, of a
94-58 victory. The outclassed
visitors really had no chance from
the start, as they chose to run with
the Bants instead of slowing the
pace, and were consequently run
over.
Trin jumped out to a 10-0 lead
on four Garl Rapp inside hoops and
a David Wynter steal, but lost its
bid for a shutout seconds later.
Rapp was all over the floor, scoring
unmolested inside hoops in con-
necting for 19 first half points as
the hosts took a 40-29 lead into the
locker room.
The second half was much of;
the same, as the Bants went on an
8-0 tear to open the final twenty
minutes. Coach Dan Doyle cleared
his bench with 16 minutes
remaining and Trinity up by a 64-33
cushion. Rapp finished with . 27,
followed by freshman guard Bob
Pigue, who tallied 10 in the winning
effort.
Baskets were neither easy nor
plentiful Wednesday evening .at
Amhefst, as the Bantams braced
themselves for a tough match with
the Lord Jeffs, who were seeking to
avenge last year's 41-40 loss. First
half lapses on defense and poor
shot selection helped the hosts
build a 14-point lead, but in the
final half it was a pressing full-court
defense and patience on offense
that brought Trin back into the
thick of it before finally
succumbing, 66-63.
Amherst leaped out in front
early, as they got the ball inside to
its big men and made easy high-
percentage shots or induced a Trin
foul. Foul shots were the dif-
ference, as Amherst attempted 20
from the charity stripe, while the
Bantams only attempted one free
throw the entire game.
Three fast break lay-ups gave
the hosts a 33-24 advantage with 3
minutes to 'play in the half, and
seconds later the bulge had grown
to 40-26. Only a three-point play by
Robert Craft brought the visitors to
within 11 points at the intermission.
Trinity appeared disoriented on
offense, shot poorly (38%) and
failed to get back on defense in the'
opening half. Whatever Coach
Doyle said to his troops at the
break apparently worked, as the
newly-inspired Bants came out for
the final half completely fired-up,
and immediately they embarked
upon a 17-1 scoring streak that
made it a five point game with 13
minutes left.
Carl Rapp goes op for a Jumper against some tight defense.
tallied 27 markers In Monday's defeat of New England.
photo by Steve Pekock
Sophomore guard John Meaney
was instrumental in the streak, as
he drilled outside jumpers -and
penetrated inside and either scored
or dished the ball off. Wynter made
three steals during the tear, as the
Bants tried to overcome-both the
referees and the absence of starting
forward Roger Coutu, who was out
with a knee injury.
The lead changed hands
throughout the stretch. With 21
seconds to play, Rapp sank a
baseline jumper to bring Trin to
within two, 65-63, but they would
be the last points the Bants would
score, Jim Callahan made a clutch
interception 'of a Lord Jeff pass
with 13 seconds left, giving Trinity
one last chance to tie. The Ban-
tams, however, turned the ball over
with 6 seconds left, sealing the
defeat. Meaney paced Trinity with
16 points, while Rapp followed
with 14 and 12 rebounds.
Another heartbreaking loss was
in the offing as the Bants took on
Wesleyan in the first found of the
Trinity-UHart Invitational, played
Friday at UHart. Bothered by a
tough man-to-man defense, the
Bantams were forced into turn-
overs and low-percentage shots in
the early going. Combined with a
failure to execute adequately,
Trinity fell behind by a 28—18
score at the half.
A 6-2 scoring tear to open the
half cut the lead to six, and brought
the Bantams within range. Trinity
began to score at will, piercing a
Cardinal 2-3 zone in limiting the
Middletown men to just five points
in the last 6 minutes of the game
behind the shooting of Meaney (12
points) and Wynter (11).
. A 20 foot swish by Wynter with
1:07 left gave Trin a 46-45 lead,
although a Card lay-up gave
Wesleyan the lead it would never
relinquish. In possession with 42
seconds left, the Bantams swung
the ball around the perimeter until
there were 6 seconds to play,
without 'any good shots emerging.
After a time out, Meaney launched
a 30 footer which caromed off the
iron out-of-bounds, giving
Wesleyan possession, and the
Cards held on for the win.
\
vThe Bantams were subjected to
yet their third white-knuckler in
succession, as they managed to pull
out a 64-62 overtime win at the
expense of UHart in the tourney's
consolation game.
Sweet outside shooting helped
the Hawks gain an early advantage
as the hosts ran up a 36-28 halftime
lead. It was Wynter who brought
the Bants back, as the lithe forward
scored 10 of his game4iigh 24
points, down the stretch as Trinity
rebounded from a 7-point deficit
with 3:47 to play.
Meaney sank a 20 footer with
31 seconds left to knot matters as
the Baats held on to send the game
into the extra session. It was
Wynter's game, as the freshman
showed what he was capable of By
scoring all of his team's points on 4
foul shots and a twisting lay-up.
The tenacious Trin defense forced
the Hawks to miss a lay-up and free
throw in the closing seconds to
preserve the win.
The Bantams are now off until
December 28-29, when they will
host the first annual Christmas
Invitational here at Trinity,
featuring Bates, Norwich, and
Worcester State.
David Wynter (2\), perhaps the team's best passer, onloads to
teammate Rapp in the Wesleyan loss. Wynter played a large role in




A hardfought home win and a
blowout victory on the road
highlighted the JV basketball
team's week, as the squad im-
proved its record to 3-0. The Bants
downed a talented Swedish"
National team by a 66-62 count,
and then traveled to Amherst
where they vanquished the Lord
Jeffs, 106-90.
In the week's opener, Trinity
found itself playing a talented,
fundamentally-sound Swedish
team, several players from which
will participate in the,'84 Olympics.
The loss >was the first for tfte
Swedes, who had won,, their first
four games on their U.S. tour.
An unfamiliarity with in-
ternational rules hurt the Bants in
the opening minutes, as the Swedes
jumped out to a 9-2 lead after
barely 2 minutes of play. • No
referee checks after whistles,
rougher inside play, and a 30
second clock conspired against the
confused Bants, who took some
time to learn the new rules, ^
Behind the shooting of Angelos
Qrfanos (25 points), and the
defense of Ron Carroll and Tony
Pace, the Bantams fought back and
took a 31-30 halftime lead. Trinity's
backcourt press bothered the
visitors, who turned the ball over,
'providing some easy opportunities.
The second half proved to be a
nip-and-tuck affair, as the lead see-
sawed down the stretch. Ron
Carroll (12 points) and John
Niakaros (16) put the hosts up by 4
points with two minutes to play but
the Swedes battled back to -knot
matters with 1:09 remaining. It was
here that Orfanos took the bit into .
Ms teeth, as the hot-shootmg
forward drilled a corner jump and
then earned 2 key free throws to
ice the win.
The Bants then took their act to
Amherst, where both teams threw
defense to the wind, with the
Bantams emerging victorious by a
106-90 margin. Trinity was paced
by the incredible shooting ot
Carroll, who hit 18 of 25 from the
floor and 9 of 11 from the line in
running up 45 points. _
It was the freshman guards
show, as he spun and weaved his,
way through the Lord Jeff defense
to score almost at will as the.Bants
registered a 50-38 halftime lead.
Both, teams resorted to hope-
you-miss defense in the final 20
minutes of play, as the Bants
concentrated on hitting the century
mark while the Lord Jeffs sought to
improve their scoring averages-
Behind Carroll, Pace chalked up 1"
points, Orfanos added 15, and John
Shirley chipped in with 10.
